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Abstract 
Laguna, V.F., M.A. Moron and J.M.R. Sanjurjo, Generalized refinable maps and images of 
FANR’s, Topology and its Applications 40 (1991) 131-143. 
In this paper we study certain shape and homotopy properties of refinable and weakly refinable 
maps. In particular we give a sufficient condition for a weakly refinable map to be a homotopy 
domination when the codomain is an ANR. We also characterise those weakly refinable maps 
which preserve FANR’s and using a result of Boxer we characterise the weakly refinable maps 
which preserve ANR’s. 
Keywords: Weakly refinable map, &-continuous function, fine weakly refinable map, globally 
weakly refinable map, AHI map, FANR, ANR. 
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those of quasi-domination and quasi-equivalence in the shape category of compacta 
(see Borsuk [3]). Kato proved that refinable maps induce shape equivalences when 
the codomain is an FANR. It is well known that refinable maps do not preserve 
the fixed-point property. However, Grace proved that a generalized kind of refinable 
maps introduced and stuuib .4:-d by him [ 3,151 preserve the proximate fixed-point 
property, a mtion introduced by Klee [20]. Some additional properties of these 
maps, called weakly refinable maps, were later studied in [25]. 
In this paper we study further properties of weakly refinable maps. The results 
that we get are new even for the more restricted class of refinable maps. We first 
consider the case of a weakly refinable map r : X + Y with YE ANR. Ford and 
Rogers proved that if X is also an ANR and r is refinable then r is a homotopy 
equivalence. However if X is not altl ANR, ihen Y is not, in general, homotopy 
dominated by X. We prove that if X is internally movable [11, then r is a homotopy 
domination. In studying the properties of refinable maps defined on internally 
movable compacta it is useful to consider the notion of an approximately homotopi- 
tally invertible map (AHI map), a homotopy analogue of AI maps. We prove that 
refinable maps defined on internally movable compacta are AH1 maps; as a con- 
sequence refinable maps preserve internal movability. 
One of the main open problems about refinable maps is whether they preserve 
the property of being an FANR. We introduce in this paper the notion of a fine 
weakly refinable map and prove that a necessary and sufficient condition for a 
weakly refinable map to preserve the FANR-property is to be fine. An example of 
fine weakly refinable maps are the SARI maps studied by Cerin [7]. We also introduce 
the stronger notion of a globally weakly refinable map and prove that when the 
domain is an ANR this kind of maps agree with the ESARI maps, recently defined 
by Boxer [6]. As a consequence globally weakly refinable maps preserve the property 
of being an ANR. 
The reader is referred to the texts of Borsuk [2], Dydak and Segal [lo] and 
Mardesic and Segal [21] for information about shape theory. We also recommend 
the recent survey of Kate and Koyama [19] for information about refinable maps. 
In this paper, map means a continuous function. All compacta (compact metrizable 
space) are assumed to be embedded in the Hilbert cube, Q, and we always use the 
letter d to represent he corresponding distance. 
A function f: X + Y between compacta is said to be &-continuous (E > 0) if there 
exists a 6 > 0 such that d (f(x),f(x’)) c E whenever x and x’ are points in X with 
d(x, x’) < 6. This definition is slightly different from that which is usual in the 
literature. However since we are dealing with compacta this definition will help to 
simplify the exposition. 
Two functions f, g : X + Y are E-homotopic if there exists an &-continuous func- 
tion F: X X I -+ Y such that F(x, 0) =f(_y) and F(x, 1) = g(x) for every x E X. 
We denote by iX,v the inclusion map of X into Y and by lx the identity map 
on X. Finally, following the referee’s uggestion, we are going to list the definitions 
of some terms, known in the literature of the subject, t at we shall use in the sequel. 
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A map r from X onto Y, between compact metric spaces, is said to be refinable 
if for every E > 0 there exists a surjective map r, : X + Y such that 
(i) d(r(x), rJx)) < E for every xE X, 
(ii) diameter( r;‘(y)) c E for every y E Y. 
A closed subset X of the Hilbert cube Q is said to be internally movable provided 
for every neighborhood U’ of X in Q there exist a neighborhood U of X in Q and 
a homotopy F: U x I + U’ such that F( u, 0) = u and F( u, 1) E X for every u E U. 
Let A, B be two compacta lying in the Hilbert cube. We say that A is quasi- 
dominated by B if for every neighborhood U of A in Q there exist two fundamental 
sequences f= {fk, A, B}, g = {gk, B, A} and a neighborhood V of A in Q such that 
&fkl” = iv in U for almost all k. 
A map r from X onto Y is said to be weakly refinable if for every E > 
exists an &-continuous function g from Y to X such that d( r(g(y)), y) < e for every 
y E Y (X and Y are compacta.) 
A map f : X + Y between compacta is approximately right invertible (shortly 
ARI) provided there is a sequence of maps {h, : Y + X} and a null sequence (E,} 
of positive reals such that d(f!r,(y), y) c E, for every y E Y and n EN. 
A map f: X + Y between compacta is strongly approximately right invertible 
(shortly SARI) iff there is a sequence (h, : (Q, Y) + (Q, X)} and a null sequence 
{E,} of positive reals such that 
(i) for every neighborhood V of X in Q there is a neighborhood U of Y in Q 
such that h,( U) c V for almost all n, 
(ii) d(fh,(y), y) < E, for every y E Y and n EN. 
Letf:X+ YbeaSARImapandlet F:Q+Qextendf:Let{h,:(Q, Y)+(Q, 
as in the previous definition. We will say that f is extra strongly approximately right 
invertible (shortly ESARI) if for very E > 0 there is a neighborhood U of Y in Q 
such that d(Fh,(u), U)<E for al u E U and almost all n. 
In this section we introduce the notion of an approximately homotopically 
invertible map (shortly AH1 map) and study some of its properties. This notion is 
a homotopic analogue of that of an approximately invertible map and it is useful 
in the study of the homotopic properties of refinable maps, specially when the 
domain is an internally movable compacturn. 
A map f: X + Y between compacta is said to be an 
’ invertible map 
where U is a neighborhood of 
exist maps f’:X+ Y, g: Y+ 
in K 
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It is obvious that every AI map is an AH1 map. On the other hand, it is easy to 
see that every AHI map between O-dimensional spaces is an AI map. In the next 
result we study the behaviour of AHI maps with respect o internal movability. In 
particular, we have 
.2. Let f : X + Y be un AHI map. Then, X is internally movable if and 
only if Y is internally movable. 
roof. First, suppose that X is an internally movable space. Let V be a neighborhood 
of Y in Q and let us consider a continuous extension f: Q + Q of J: Take a 
neighborhood U of X in Q such that I( U) c V Since X is internally movable, 
there exist a neighborhood U& U of X in Q and a homotopy q : U,, x I + U such 
that (o(u, 0) = u and v( u, 1) = p*(u) E X, for every u E U0. We can suppose that V 
is a compact ANR space. Then, let us take an E > 0 such that E-close maps from a 
metric space into V are homotopic. Since f is an AH! map, there exist maps 
f’:X+ Y, g: Y+X such that d(f;f’)<c, gf’=lx in W0 and f’g=ly in K In 
particular, we have that f = f’ in V and then fg = f ‘g in V; consequently fg = 1 y 
in VLet&V o+ U. be a continuous extension of g to a neighborhood Voc V of 
Y in Q. We can define a homotopy G : V, x I + V as follows: 
G(v, t)=fq(g(v), t), for every (v, t)E VOX I. 
It is clear that 
WV, 0) =.&b) and G(v, 1) =fQ$(v), for every v E V,. (1) 
As we have pointed out before, there exists a homotopy @ : Y x I + V such that 
Go = 1 y and @I = fg, then we can find a neighborhood V, c V, of Y in Q and a 
continuous extension & : V, x I -, V of Qi such that 
&o(v) = v and 6,(v) =]i(v), for every v E V,. (2) 
From (1) and (2) we deduce that there exists a homotopy !P : V, x I + V such that 
P( v, 0) = v and !P( v, 1) = fq,g( v) E Y, for every v E V, . Consequently, Y is internally 
movabie. 
Now, let us suppose that Y is internally movable and let U be a neighborhood 
of X in Q. Since f is an AHI map, then there exist maps f ‘: X + Y, g : Y + X such 
that gf’ = lx in U Let g : Q + Q be a continuous extension of g and let us take a 
neighborhood V of Y in Q such that g( V) c U. From internal movability of Y it 
follows the existence of a neighborhood V& V of Y in Q and a homotopy 
cp:~i-,x~-*V such that rp(v,O)=v and Q(v~~)=Q,(v)E Y, for every VE Vo. Now 
we consider a neighborhood Uoc U of X in Q such that f’( U,) c V,, where ft is 
a continuous extension, from Q to Q, off I. e can define a homotopy G : V, x I + U 
as follows: 
G(u, t) = &p(j’( u), t), for every (tc, t) E UOx 
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Let us note thaa 
G(u,O)=&(u) and G(u, l)=g~,~‘(u)~X, for every u E U,. 
On the other hand, we can obtain a homotopy Z% U, x I + U extending a homotopy 
F: X x Z + U, between Ix and sf’, to a neighborhood U, c U, of X in Q and such 
that fi( u, 0) = u and P( u, 1) = J&U), for every u E U, . Hence, we have a homotopy 
ry:U,xZ~Uwith~(u,O)=uandry(u,l)=gcp,~~(u)~X,foreveryu~U,.Con- 
sequently X is internally movable. Cl 
Now we shall relate AH1 maps to the well-known class of refinable maps. For 
this purpose we need the following property of refinable maps: 
roposition .3. Let r : X -) Y be a refinable map and consider a continu 
r^: Q + Q of r. Then, for every E > 0 and every neighborhood U of X in 
maps r, : X + Y, s, : Y + U with the following properties: 
(a) r, is an E-map (i.e., diameter of rT’( y) < E and r,(X) = Y), 
(b) d(r, r&=~, 
(c) d&r,(x), x) < E, for every xE X, 
(d) d(&.(y),y)<&,forevervyE Y. m 
We omit the proof of this proposition since it can be obtained with a few changes 
in the proof of Borsuk’s theorem 12.2 [2, p. 2321. 
Now we can state the following result: 
Let r : X + Y be a reJinable map. Zf X is internally movable, then r is 
an AHZ map. 
Proof. Let U and V be neighborhoods of X and Y respectively (in Q). We can 
suppose that U and V are compact ANR spaces. From internal movability of it 
follows the existence of a compact ANR neighborhood U,c U of X in Q and a 
homotopy (o : U0 x Z + Z-J with &u, 0) = u and Q(U, 1) = Q,(U)E X for every u E &. 
So we have that &,= ix,“rg,. Let E > 0 be such that every two E-close maps ints 
U, or into V are homotopic. Since r is refinable, there are maps r, : 
such that 
d(r, rF)< E, d(s,r,, ix,& < E and d&, &) < E 
where r^: Q + Q is a fixed continuous exten 
without loss of generality, that ?( U) c 
by G(y, t) = ?Q(S,(y), t). We have that 
every YE Y. The map g=Qls,: Y-,X ha 
other hand ?s, = I. y in V and t 
hence r,g = 1 y in V. 
as a consequence (ta. 
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emark. Internal movability of X is essential in Proposition 1.4 since every refinable 
map from the Warsaw circle to the circle is not an AH1 map. 
From Propositions 1.2 and 1.4 it follows 
Corollary 1.5. Let r: X + Y be a rejnable map. If X is internally movable, then 
so is Y. 
Let us note that Corollary 1.5 is related to (2) in Theorem 1.8 of [ 1171, due to Kato. 
In 1978, Borsuk [4] introduced a modification of the notion of the Lusternik- 
Schnirelmann category obtaining in this way a monotonous hape invariant q(X) 
defined for all compacta X. Borsuk proved, among other things, that if X E ANR, 
then q(X) agrees with the classical category of Lusternik-Schnirelmann 9n the 
other hand it is proved in [24] that if there exists a refinable map r : X + Y, then 
q(X) = q( Y). In order to end this section we are going to state, without proof, that 
the same conclusion holds if we change refinable by AH1 map. In Particular, we have 
Proposition 1.6. If there exists an AHI map f: X + Y, then q(X) = r) ( Y). 
2. Weakly refinable maps and properties of movability kind 
Ford and Rogers [12] proved that if r is a refinable map from X onto Y and X 
is an ANR, then Y homotopy dominates X, and if Y is also an ANR, then r is a 
homotopy equivalence, but they did not consider the case in -which only Y is an 
ANR. The main result of this section allows us to obtain homotopic properties of 
weakly refinabie maps when Y is an ANR and some conditions are imposed on X. 
In the se,vuel we shall use a result due to Ho [16] about approximation of 
noncontinuous functions by continuous maps. In fact, we need a version which is 
stronger ti,an that given by Ho. We present here the proof of this generalized version. 
Lemma 2.1. Let X be a compactum, X,-,c X a closed subspace and consider two real 
numbers E and 8 with 0 c 6 < E. If f : X + Q is an e-continuous function such that f Ix, 
is S-continuous, then there exists a map f': X + Q such that d(fa f ‘) < E and 
d(f Ix,,f ‘Ix,) < 6. 
Proof. Using the properties off, we can take for every x E X an open neighborhood 
U” of x in X such that diam( f ( U”)) < E, with the additional property that if x E X0 
then diam( f ( U” n X0)) c 6, and we can suppose that if x E X - X0, then U” n X0 = 0. 
From the compactness of X, there exists a finite number of points x, , x2,. . . , x, E X 
such thas X = u;__, VI. MGreGVer, we can suppose that x,, . . . , xk E X0 and 
%+1, l l l 3 X, E X -X0. Let US take yi =f(Xi) for i = 1,. . . , n, and define the map 
Ai:X+IW as 
hi(X)= 
d(x, x - U”,) 
j-$ d(.x, X - W)’ 
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Finally, if f’(x) =Cy=, Ai(X)yi, then f’: X + Q is a map such that d(f;f’) < E and 
d(fl*J’lx,) < 6. 0 
. In fact we can prove a stronger version, using the same arguments, of 
Lemma 2.1. In particular we have 
“LetX=XO~Xf~ -0 2 X, be compacta, nd let E,,> E~ > 9 9 l > E, > 0. Iff: X + 
Q is a function such that flxi is q-continuous, i = 0, 1, . . . , n, then there exists a map 
f ': X + Q such that d( f (xi, f '(xi) < Ei, for i = 0, 1, . . . , n.” 
Now we can prove the main result in this sectior 
roposition 2.2. Let r : X + Y be a weakly refinable map. If Y E ANR and X is internally 
movable, then r is a homotopy dotmination. 
roof. Since YE ANR there exists an 8 > 0 such that every two maps which are 
2&-homotopic in Y in the sense of the introduction are homotopic, see [ 111. Select 
a 6 > 0 such that for every S-continuous function s: Y + X we have that rs is 
$-continuous. We shall no.& see that there is a 6’ < 6 such that every &continuous 
function s : Y + X is S-homotopic to a map s’: Y + X. In order to prove this fact, 
let us consider a neighborhood U of X in Q such that U c B(X, $3) (where B(X, a) 
is the generalized ball of X with radius a). Let U0 be a neighborhood that realizes 
in U the internal movability of X. Select a 6’ with the properties that 0 c 6’~ $6 
and B(X, 6’) c U,. Suppose that s: Y + X is #-continuous. By Ho’s lemma there 
is a map t : Y + Q such that d(s, t) < 8’. Consider a homotopy F: Y x I + U such 
that F(y, 0) = t(y) and F(y, 1) E for every y E Y. Define a function H : Y X I + 
such that d(F(y, A), H(y, A)) c (y, 0) = s(y) and H(y, 1) = F(y, 1) = s’(y) for 
every y E Y and A E I. It is clear that H is an &continuous function connecting s 
with s’. 
Since r is weakly refinable we can take a &continuous function s : Y+ X such 
that ~3 is $-close to 1 ,,. Hence there is a map s’ : Y+ X su,h that s is 6-homotopic 
to s’. This implies that rs and rs’ are &-homotopic. Moreover rs is $-close to 1 Y 
which implies that rs is &-homotopic to 1 y* Consequently rs’ is 2&-homotopic to 
ly and by Felt rs’=ly. Cl 
. The condition that Y is internally movable cannot be dropped in this 
proposition since there are refinable maps r : X + Y from mo 
from FANR’s) onto ANR’s and Y is not homotopy dominat 
let X be the Warsaw circle and Y be the circle. 
ark. In fact we can prove a res 
In particular we have 
is ore general roposition 2.2. 
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“Let { Yk} be a sequence of ANR’s with Yk+l c Yk. Let us suppose that Yk+, is a 
retract of Yk for every k If Y = nr=, Yk and there exists a weakly reJinable map 
r : X + Y, with X internally movable, then r is a weak homotopy domination.” 
We shall now see that the existence of a weakly refinable map r : X + Y implies 
that Y is quasi-dominated by X [3] when X is movable. This implies that Y inherits 
many of the shape properties of X, in particular movability, generalizing a result 
of Kato [17]. 
sition 2.3. Let r : X + Y be a weakly refinable map. If X is movable, then Y is 
quasi-dominated byX. 
Proof. Let V be a neighborhood of Y in Q (we can suppose that V is a compact 
ANR). If r^: Q + Q is a continuous extension of r, let us take a closed neighborhood 
U of X in Q-such that f(U) c V, Finally let E > 0 be a number such that &-close 
maps into V are homotopic. According to a theorem of Spiez [26] we can assume 
that X is uniformly movable. Then, there exists a closed neighborhood UOc U of 
X and a shape morphism y,: UO+ X such that S(i)4p = S(j), where S(i), S(j) are 
shape morphisms induced by the inclusions i : X + U, j : U. + U. We are going now 
to prove that there exists a map t : Y-, V, such that d (?t( y), y) < E, for every y E Y 
For this purpose, let us take q > 0 such that q G $, B( X, 11) c U. and satisfying 
that d( f( q,), f(q,)) < fs when d(q, , qz) < q. Since r is weakly refinable, there exists 
an q-continuous function g: Y + X such that d( r-g, 1 v) c v. From Ho’s lemma it 
follows the existence of a map t : Y + Q such that d (g, t) < 7. It is clear that t( Y) c U, 
and that d ( ?t( y ), y ) < E for every y E Y. 
It follows that et 3= k, where k is the inclusion map of Y into V. Hence S( k)S( r) 
(IpS( t)) = S(k) and consequently Y is quasi-dominated by X. 0 
This result is related to Theorem 3.1 of [ 51. 
From the last proposition and Theorem (11.1) of [3] (due to Borsuk) we have 
Corollary 2.4. Let r : X + Y be a weakly reJ6nable map between compacta. If X is 
movable, then so is I: 
Corollary 2.5. Let r : X + Y be a weakly reJinable map between compacta. [f X is 
movable and Y is calm, then S(r) is a shape domination. 
Corollary 2.5 is a consequence of Proposition 2.3 in this paper and Theorem 3 
of [23]. On the other hand, Corollary 2.5 is related to Theorem 2.2 of [ 181 due to Kato. 
We shall close this section by stating a result which is related to Theorem 2 of 
[22] (due to Patten). In particular, we have 
Let r : X + Y be a weakly rejnable map between compacta. If X is 
an AANRc, then so is Y. 
This proposition is an improvement of Corollary 6.5 of [$I (due to Cerin). 
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reserve 
In [17], Kato posed the following problem: “Does each refinable map preserve 
FANR?” In this section, we are going to give a characterization of those weakly 
refinable maps which preserve FANR spaces. This characterization isgiven in terms 
of a new class of maps introduced here. On the other hand, this characterization 
allows us to extend a result due to Cerin in [7]. We also analize the situation with 
respect o ANR’s. 
In order to introduce such a new class of maps, we notice that the definition of 
weakly refinable map can be reformulated as follows: 
A map r : X + Y between compacta is weakly refinable if there exists a sequence 
of functions S, : Y + X such that for every E > 0, there exists no E N with the following 
properties: 
(a) d(rs,, lu)< E for every n 2 no, 
(b) s, is E-continuous for every n 2 no. 
This definition can be strengthened in the following way. 
nition 3.1. A map r : X + Y between compacta is said to be#ne weakly rejnable 
if there exist a neighborhood V of Y in Q and a sequence of functions s,, : V+ 
such that for every E > 0 there exists noE N with the properties 
(a) d(rs&, ly)<& for every nan,, 
(b) there exists a neighborhood V’c V (depending on E) such that s,] v’ is 
&-continuous, for every n 2 no. 
It is obvious that every fine weakly refinable map is weakly refinable and so our 
notation is justified. 
Now we are in position to state one of the main results in this section. 
Theorem 3.2. Let r : X + Y be a weakly rejnable map between compacta. If X is an 
FANR-space, then Y is an FANR-space if anti only if r is a fine weakly rejnable map. 
roof. First, let us suppose that Y is an FANR space. Then there exist a closed 
neighborhood V of Y in Q and a fundamental retraction = { fk, V, Y}. Since r is 
a weakly refinable map, then there exists a sequence s, : + X of functions wit 
the property that if E > 0 then there exists a no E N such that s,, is &-continuous and 
d(rs,, ly)<&,fc:everyn 2 no. Take a decreasing null sequence of positive numbers 
{E,}. For every m E N, there exists qm E N such that s, is E,-continuous and 
d(rs,,, lY)<&,, for every naq,. oreover, we can suppose that qm < q,,,+], for 
every m. It is easy to see that if N and n 2 q,,,, there exists 
extension $m : V,,m + X of s,,, where Vn,m is a neighborhood of 
know, we have a map fk “,,, 1 : V+ Vn+ such that fk ,,,,,, 1 y = I y and t 
(for every m E f+I and n 2 q,,,) ous function 
~“,?n.& “, l Finally let us define ing sequence of 
follows: 
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If I 6 n c ql, then 3: is any extension of s,. On the other hand, if qrn s n < qm+l, 
then s^: = $,, . 
It is now easy to see that the sequence s^L satisfies conditions (a) and (b) of 
Definition 3.1. Consequently r is a fine weakly refinable map. 
Let US notice that in order to prove the first part, we have only needed the fact 
that Y was an AWNR in the sense of Bogatyi [l]. 
On the other hand, let us suppose that r is a fine weakly refinable map. Then, 
from Corollary 2.4 and the fact (see [9, p. 2481) that FANR = calm + movable, we 
only need to prove that Y is calm. From the calmness of X, it follows the existence 
of a neighborhood U (of X in Q) such that for every neighborhood U’c U (of X 
in Qj there is a neighborhood U”c U’ (of X in Q) such that if J g : Z + U” with 
f- g in U then f == g in U’. Let E > 0 be such that B(X, e) c U. Since r is a fine 
weakly refinable map, then there exist a neighborhood V of Y in Q and no E N such 
that s, : V+ X is E-continuous for every n a no. Consider a continuous extension 
r^: Q + Q of r. Let V’ c V be a neighborhood of Y in Q (we can suppose that V’ is 
a compact ANR) and let us take a real number 8 > 0 such that S-close maps into 
V’ are homotopic. Let U’c U be a neighborhood of X in Q with ?( U’) c V’. From 
the calmness of X we can associate to U’ a neighborhood (of X in Q) U”C U’, 
as we have seen before. Consider a real number q > 0 satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(i) 7&6, 
(ii) B(X, q)c U”, 
(iii) if x1, x2 E U’ with d(x, , x2) < q, then d( ran ?(xt)) < :S. 
Using the fact that r is fine weakly refinable, it is not difficult to prove that there 
exist a neighborhood V”c V’ (of Y in Q) and an integer m 3 no such that 
(i) s,Iv- is 7j-continuous, 
(ii) d(r&-, Iv-)< 77. 
Then we have an E-continuous function s ‘,, : V + X such that s,] vtP is q-continuous. 
From Lemma 2.1, it follows the existence of a map sk : V+ Q such that d (Sk, s,) c E 
and d(s&-, s,lv) < 7. And th en $,,( V) c U and &( V”) c U”. Lt us suppose that 
f, g : Z + V” are maps, where Z E ANR, such thatf- g in V Then, &,I ,,J $,,I ,,,,g : Z + 
U” are homotopic in U, and from the calmness of X they are homotopic in U’. 
Hence ;Ts&+= i’$&g in V’. On the other hand 
d(i?sh(v), v)~d(i?s;( ) v , &,,(v))+d(rs,(v), v)<$S+~~SS, 
for every v E V”, and then Es;] vv’ = iv**, vl, consequently f-g in V’. Then we bade 
proved that Y is calm. This completes the proof. 0 
Now, -we are going to relate the class of fine weakly refinable maps with the class 
of AR1 maps defined in [13], and SARI maps introduced in [7]. As we know, every 
SARI map is AR1 and an AR1 map is weakly refinable. Let us note that 
ositio . (a) Let r : X + Y be Q SARI map be, ween compacra. Then r is Jinc 
weakly rejnable. 
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(b) Moreover, there exists a recfinable and jine weakly rejnable map r : X + Y such 
that r is not an ARI map (hence not SARI) where X is the Warsaw circle and Y is 
the circle. 
roof. (a) Let t : Q + X be a function defined as follows, if 4 E Q, then t(q) = xs, 
where x4 E X is such that d (q, x) 3 d (q, x,), for every x E X. It is clear that, for 
every E > 0, there exists a neighborhood U(E) of X in Q such that tlUtE 
e-continuous. Since r is a SARI map there exist a net (see [7, p. 1301) 
{h, : (Q, Y) + (Q, X)} and a decreasing null sequence { 8,) such that d (rh,( Y, 1 y) < 
E,. Finally, let us define s,, : Q + X as s, = th,. It is now clear that the sequence {s,,} 
satisfies conditions (a) and (b) in Definition 3.1. 
(b) As we know, there exists a refinable map r from the Warsaw circle X onto 
the circle Y and then (from Theorem 3.2) r is fine weakly refinable. On the other 
hand, there are not AR1 maps from X to Y. Cl 
As a direct consequence of Theorem 3.2, Proposition 2.6 and the fact that 
AANRrr = AANRc + FANR (see for example [ 11) we have 
+ Y is a fine weakly refinable map of an 
then Y is also an AANRN. 
onto 
Notice that Corollary 3.4 is a generalization of Theorem (5.2)(a) of [7]. 
Corollary 3.5. An image of an FANR under an ARI map f is an NR if and only 
if f is fine weakly re$nable. 
Corollary 3.5 is an improvement of Corollary (5.3)(a) of [7]. 
The following result is intrinsically related to questions 2 and 3 of [ 181. 
Corollary 3.6. (a) Let r : X + Y be a rejnable map. If X is an FANR, then Y is an 
FANR if and only if r is a fine weakly refinable map. 
(b) Let r: X + Y be a refinable map. If X is an AANRN, then Y is an NRN if 
and only if r is a fine weakly refinable map. 
3.7. Let r : X + Y be a refinable map between compacta. If is an F 
then is r a fine weakly refinable map? 
Notice that any answer (in the positive or in the negative sense) to 
allows us to solve 
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A map r : X + Y is said to be globally weakly rejnable if there exist 
a neighborhood V of Y in Q and a sequence of functions s, : V+ X such that for 
every E > 0 there exist a neighborhood V(E) c V of Y in Q and an integer n, such 
that 
(a) %I V(E) is &-continuous, for every n 2 no, 
(b) d(rs&+), ~VW)<G for every n 3 no. 
It is easy to see the following results. 
roposition 3.9. Let r : X + Y be a weakly rejnable map. If Y is an ANR, then r is 
globally weakly refinable. 
roposition 3.10. Let r : X + Y be a globally weakly refinable map. If X is an AM?, 
then r is an ESARI map (see [6]). 
From Propositions 3.9 and 3.10 and Theorem (4.5) of [6], we have 
Corollary 3.11. Let r : X + Y be a weakly reJinable map. If X is an ANR, then Y is 
an ANR if and only if r is globally weakly re_finable. 
ESARI maps are always globally weakly refinable. On the other hand, any refinable 
map from the Warsaw circle to the circle is an example of a globally weakly refinable 
map which is not ESARI. 
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